The Way of the Master *Basic Training Course*
Fellowship Bible Church
Lesson 3

**Homework:**

**Mandatory Homework:**

1. **At-Home Preparation:** Stand in front of a mirror. Make sure no one is around or can hear you. Look directly at your image and ask a friendly, “How are you doing?” Of course, you are going to feel a little foolish, but no one is watching except God. Then ask, “Did you get one of these?” Offer your reflection a tract, saying, “It’s a gospel tract. Do you have a Christian background?” Then inquire, “What do you think happens after someone dies? Do you believe in heaven and hell?”

Continue asking these questions until you shake off any self-consciousness. Get used to the sound of your own voice. Remember, you’re not a weirdo and you don’t sound like one. You are a warm and friendly Christian who genuinely cares about people. Keep practicing saying these things until it feels natural. If you don’t feel comfortable doing this, repeat it again and again until you do.

2. **Real-World Application:** Carry tracts with you as you go through the week, leaving tracts where people will find them. For example, the IQ Cards fit great in any credit card slot. Every time you go to a gas station, leave a tract in the credit card slot at the pump. The next person will have to take it out to put his credit card in, and will appreciate having something to read while he’s filling his gas tank.

Place one in the ATM machine before you leave. Every time you go to the grocery store, discreetly go down the beer aisle, placing tracts in the top slot in beer cases. Leave a $1 Million Bill in the tube at the bank drive-through, and put one in the tip jar at Starbucks. Place $1 Million Bills sticking out of your shirt pocket, and people will ask you about them. How great to have lost people asking you for gospel tracts!

Then as you lay your head on your pillow at night, there will be a deep sense of satisfaction knowing that you’re planting seeds that could result in someone finding everlasting life.

**WHERE TO LEAVE TRACTS**

- At pay phones
- In shopping carts
- In clothes pockets in clothing stores
- In letters to loved ones
- With a generous tip
- On seats in restaurant lobbies
- With fast-food employees, cashiers, flight attendants, cab drivers, and gas station workers
- In restrooms and at rest areas
- On ATM machines and bank counters
- In envelopes with bill payments
- In elevators
- On hotel dressers for the maid
- On ice machines
- On newspaper racks
- In waiting rooms of doctors’ offices and hospitals
- On seats at airports, subways, and bus stations
- In plane seat pockets
- Inside magazines
- In cabs
- In Laundromats

**Optional Homework:**

Please complete the "For Deeper Study" section on pages 38 - 41 of the Way of the Master *Basic Training Course "Study Guide."